












The Layered Paintings: The Working Process of Roberto Matta 
and Robert Motherwell in Their Philosophical Context
Mizuki KISHI
????????
?During World War II, Roberto Matta, a Chilean surrealist took refuge in New York, where he met a group of 
young American artists who would come to be known as the Abstract Expressionists. He collaborated with them, 
especially with Robert Motherwell, meeting them at his studio and conducted workshops about Automatism with 
them.
?In the previous studies, many scholars have discussed the importance of Surrealism in the formative years of 
Abstract Expressionism. According to W. Rubin, a Modernist art historian, the style of Abstract Expressionists’ 
paintings was transformed from the representational forms to the semi-abstract “biomorphic” ones. Modernist 
critics tend to restrict their discussion of this body of work to considerations of style, particularly that of automatic 
drawing rather than considering its commonalities among subject matter like the unconscious. Consequently, crit-
ics have overlooked the shared working processes of Matta and Motherwell, and the conceptual kinship between 
them that far exceeds the method of automatism.
?This essay first illuminates the ways in which Matta and Motherwell both constructed their works in a gradual 
process, overlapping layers of painted colors or pieces of paper, and creating figures and objects in the interactive 
process of layering. Additionally, it locates their layering process and structure within contemporary discourses of 
modern science in which both artists were interested. By exploring their texts in comparison with those of C. Ein-
stein and A. N. Whitehead, this essay traces the art theory and philosophy inspired by the new discovery from 
quantum mechanics. Moreover, it argues that Matta’s and Motherwell’s gradual working methods can be inter-
preted both as the “process” in which the internal energies of the artists and the external energies of their 
environment interact organically. In doing so, this article presents the possibility of an alternative perspective for 
the relationship between Surrealism and Abstract Expressionism other than the Modernist view of the stylistic 
development.
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